
6U Practice: 9 & 10 Theme/Goals: Fun/Skill development:
 

   Equipment: Borders, Nets, Cones, Tires & Toy Bag Ice Time: 60 minutes

Stations 1: ABC’s - Wave Skating
C-cuts left leg, C-cuts right leg, 180 jumps, stick on 
shoulders twist left & right, glide on 1 leg and swing 
opposite leg, switch legs

Station 2: Activity - Follow the Leader
Begin with the coach as the leader. Players can then 
take turns being the leader.  Do what the leader does, 
encourage creativity. 

Station 3: Stationary Passing
Have players set up in a square formation and pass 
clockwise to teammates, counter clockwise, & in any 
order.

Station 4: Chaos Puck-handling (balls)
Players stickhandle tennis balls avoiding contact with 
the other skaters.  All players are involved.  On 
coaches command player does a 360 and continues 
stickhandling. Check to see that each player is holding 
their stick properly. Hands about shoulder width apart 
and top hand at the end of the stick partially held in the 
palm with the V between thumb and forefinger on to of 
the stick like you would hold a hammer. 

Warm Up: 6 minutes
Let the players have the first five minutes of time as 
free play. Dump as many items as possible onto the ice 
and let kids experiment. (ringette rings, blue pucks, 
black pucks, softballs, nerf balls, tennis balls, etc.)
Coaches set up stations.

Stations: 6 Stations x 6 minutes  
On the whistle, players do 2 log rolls each way before 
changing stations. Be sure to give players water after 
changing stations.

Station 5:.Obstacle Course
Players skate through the obstacle course with 
emphasis on turns and edges. Players carry blue puck.

Station 6: Relay Race - Speed
As shown in diagram or create your own. Emphasis is 
on speed.  Halfway through have players reverse 
direction…lead with stick around cone.

FUN Game: 9 Minutes
Cops and Robbers
Coaches are the cops and players are the robbers. 
Play tag on full ice service.  To start game everyone 
stands in prison (neutral zone circle).  Safe zones are 
the other 4 circles or neutral zone face off dots- no 
more than 2 players can be in a safe at a time.  Players 
can only stay in one safe zone for 5 seconds.  If tagged 
by a cop you have to go to prison.  Captured robbers 
can be freed by a robber tagging them. 

Competitive Game: 9 minutes
Keep Away 
Play 1 or 2 games of 1v1 or 2v2 keep away with a 
tennis ball in all 6 stations. Keep as many players 
involved as possible.
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